
 

  We stand two   
  stallions.  Both are  
  linebred Blue   
  Valentine,     
  NFQHA certified,    
  grullo- roan,    
  homozygous  
  black and carry no  
  agouti (bay) gene. 
 

             
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

      Jumpstart your      
 breeding goals  
 with genetics      
 proven to produce  
 plenty of   bone,      
 height, substance,    
 and naturally good   
 hooves. 

 
 
 
 

 

     

CONSISTENT CONSISTENT CONSISTENT CONSISTENT QUALITYQUALITYQUALITYQUALITY        
 

Our goal is to produce a small number of foals of 

exceptional quality, each year.  As we see a 

growing trend for horses to be produced with one 

ability or talent in mind, we continue to perpetuate 

horses that possess the versatility for which the 

American Quarter Horse became respected.   With 

breeding stock that has been tediously selected over 

several years, and mated with careful consideration, 

our foals offer consistency to breeders, ranchers, 

competitors, and pleasure riders, alike.  
 

CUSTOMER CUSTOMER CUSTOMER CUSTOMER APPRECIATIONAPPRECIATIONAPPRECIATIONAPPRECIATION    
 

We appreciate our customers.   For those not familiar 

with horses descending from Joe Hancock, and 

particularly Blue Valentine, we are happy to provide 

educational sources and generations of photos.  Our 

future is reflected in our customers. 
 

With just a few foals of our own for sale each year, 

many times we are able to help our customers 

connect with prospective buyers.  We encourage 

customers to provide us with quality photos, a brief 

description, and pricing for their sale horses.  

    STALLIONSSTALLIONSSTALLIONSSTALLIONS    
        

  Our stallion battery includes two grullo roan stallions,  

  both homozygous for the black gene, and line-bred  

  to Joe Hancock through his son, Texas Blue Bonnet,  

  and his grandson, Blue Valentine.  While both stallions  

  are similarly bred, they     
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    MARESMARESMARESMARES    
 

  Nearly 1/3  of the mares in our broodmare band are    

  grand-daughters of Blue Valentine.  In addition to  
  pedigree requirements, all these mares must possess  

  good character, solid hooves, and strong maternal  

  traits.  Almost all of our mares express the roan color.   
 

                FOALSFOALSFOALSFOALS    
    

      We have foals that  

      are appealing for a  

Foals produced by  
Coyote Ridge  
Roans are proven 
athletes in the  
arena, as well as 
the pasture.   

 

   “You are right, she is beautiful mare, bulldog    
   body, sensitive animal, with beautiful true    
   blue roan color, healthy joints and   
   ligaments...”       -- satisfied customer in Europe   

      (upon first inspection at mare’s arrival) 

 

 

 
   

     

 

 
 

 are quite different in structure.     

    Both stallions have a level,   

    sound mind, allow handling  

    by a variety of people, and  

    perform requested tasks  

    under saddle with willingness  

    to please.  Both stallions  

    consistently produce good  

    bone, attractive heads and     

    good minds.  We encourage  

    prospective buyers and mare  

    owners to meet our stallions.  

     

 

variety of purposes.  Breeders can benefit from a 

concentration of genetics proven to produce plenty 

of bone, height, substance, and naturally good 

hooves.  Riders benefit from durability, gentle 

temperaments, natural collection, tempered speed, 

and keen intelligence allowing these foals to excel 

under saddle. 
    

SALES OFFERINGSSALES OFFERINGSSALES OFFERINGSSALES OFFERINGS    
    

We offer a handful of horses each year at reasonable 

prices.  The majority of our sale offering includes 

weanling foals, and upon occasion, a proven mare to 

make room for a youngster chosen to be retained.  

We objectively represent our horses in hopes of  

ensuring a pleasant experience for both horse and 

customer.                
    

STALLION SERVICESSTALLION SERVICESSTALLION SERVICESSTALLION SERVICES    
    

We currently stand two stallions: 
• WYO CHUCKKAR 

• WYO ROAN ADVANTAGE 

Yet, we reserve outside service  

to mares of previous customers.  

Each year, we perform pre- 

season breeding soundness exams to verify the quality 

of semen.  Semen from both stallions has been 

received by Mississippi State University’s CVM and 

evaluated by their veterinary staff to be above 

average in quality at both 24 and 48 hours, post 

collection.  Our goal for all mare owners is a successful 

pregnancy, as quickly and easily as possible, which 

results in the birth of a beautiful, healthy foal. 

    

Nearly 1/3  
of the mares 

in our 
program are 

grand- 
daughters of 

Blue 
Valentine. 

 

                            


